
ULTRAWhiTe & ULTRAbLAck
MAX concenTRATe
10 Litres  |  Sports Line Marking Liquid

new 
improved 
Formula

       Water Based 
       Enhanced Brightness 
       Easy to Mix 
       Non Settling 
       Suitable for all Turf Surfaces 
       Use in all Line Markers

Available in White, Black and all Colours
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Manufactured by FountainLine
A Division of Machine Technology Pty Ltd

3 Production Avenue, Kogarah NSW 2217 
Tel +61 2 9587 0232   Fax +61 2 9587 8443
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Procedure for Successful Line Marking
Please follow these simple steps to ensure trouble-free line marking:

1. Open concentrated pail and check consistency. Using a ‘Plunger-style’ mixer, 
ensure paint is mixed for a minimum of 1 minute until a smooth and ‘Runny’ 
consistency is achieved.

2. Dilute liquid to recommended ratio in separate container by filling with correct 
amount of clean water and straining the correct amount of liquid into water 
and once again mix for a minimum of 1 minute with ‘Plunger-style’ mixer 
ensuring liquid is completely dispersed into water/liquid mix.

3. Carefully strain liquid mix into Line Marker and begin to mark.

4. Once line marking is completed, remove liquid from the Line Marker and store in 
airtight container for next use. If this liquid is to be reused then please ensure 
above mixing technique is used prior to use.

5. Use within 6 months of purchase.

Do
 Mix concentrated liquid prior to use as per instructions. 

 Dilute with clean water in separate container.

 Use strainer when transferring liquid from container to mixing bucket and to 
Line Marker.

 Dilute at appropriate ratio. If mix is too concentrated then Line Marker 
‘Blockages’ are more likely. If too diluted then appearance and ‘Durability’ will 
be compromised. Stronger mixes for initial 3 or 4 markings are recommended, 
as this will improve durability. 

 Completely FLUSH Line Marker after every use, and if at idle. 

Don’t
 Use liquid without correct mixing and dilution — refer to instruction above.

 Dilute liquid in Line Marker without removing internal filter first (ONLY FOR LINE 
MARKERS FITTED WITH ‘QUICKMIX’ SYSTEM).

 Mark on uncut or damp turf. Ideal cut height 15mm to 30mm.

ULTRA Recommended 
Mixing and Diluting

iniTiAL MARking

oveR MARking

insTRUcTions FoR Use

1 pART pAinT

8 pARTs WATeR

1 pART pAinT

4 pARTs WATeR


